WHEN THE POWER LINE FAILS . . .

BE PREPARED AND
PROTECT YOUR FAMILY WITH MAGICAL
BRIGHT, WHITE LIGHT AND FEEL SAFE
Eighty years ago, a very small boy on a Nebraska farm read and re-read the Arabian Nights story of Aladdin in a room of darkness but for the flickering yellow light of an open flame “coal oil lamp.” Several years later that boy, grown to manhood, found a lamp that erased the darkness with a soft white light and it was only natural that he named the lamp “Aladdin.” An appropriate name, indeed, for this revolutionary boon to rural America seemed nothing short of magical in the intensity of its light.

For those who lit the lamp, trimmed its wick and cleaned its chimney, or just enjoyed its friendly glow, the Aladdin recalls many memories of golden childhood. It made learning possible for many boys and girls: made it possible for them to acquire knowledge that helped them realize their dreams and aspirations.

Later, Aladdin brought this white light to every kind of habitat in every corner of the globe. For many, it has been the only light of their entire life. Even when electricity comes, there are a loyal few who profess to use the electric light only ‘to find the match’ to light their Aladdin.”

Victor S. Johnson, Jr.

Aladdin Magical Mantle System

Ordinary No. 2 size kerosene “flat wick lamps” produce approximately the light of six (6) birthday cake candles, all burning at once, and the light is emitted from the wick flame. Aladdin magical mantle lamps, on the other hand, produce over forty (40) candlepower or more than six times as much light.

Aladdin magical mantle light is created from the heat of the Aladdin blue flame burner, which incandesces or makes glow the mantle that sits atop the blue flame. Thus heat is transformed into soft, efficient, mellow light that is closest to sunlight, which is most pleasing to the human eye.

The beautiful magical mantle light from an Aladdin is an excitement to behold. The Aladdin is simply a pleasure to operate, too, and there is no pumping up required, and there is no noise, nor is there smoke or odor associated with flat wick lamps.

Indeed, Aladdin is the best non electric lamp you can find on the planet. Be prepared. Have your Aladdin ready, when the electricity fails. A match and a moment is all it takes to make your family feel safe.

Aladdin means: “Light where you want it--When you want it--Without the need for electricity. THAT'S THE MAGIC OF ALADDIN!”
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**A Lovely Choice for Every Room**
ALEXANDRIA™
Glass Table Lamps

New Creative Design that’s Bold & Beautiful...

Originally introduced in 1917, as Aladdin Model No. 7 solid brass lamp, the Alexandria was re-created in 2012 as a beautiful new design in gleaming crystal glass. Alexandria is available in two delicious tasting, sure to please, colors - deep sparkling cobalt blue or delightfully pure clear crystal. Alexandria is available with a choice of two stylish 10” glass decorator shades along with a selection of three tastefully hand crafted, 16” fluted parchment shades that will surely complement most any decor.

Model No. & Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VB2312-501-9GT</td>
<td>Cobalt Blue with 501-9GT 10” Shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB2312-401</td>
<td>Cobalt Blue with S401 No. 7 &amp; 8 10” Shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB2312-SL203K</td>
<td>Cobalt Blue with SL203K Seth Andrew Shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB2312-SL204K</td>
<td>Cobalt Blue with SL204K Malibu Wave Shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB2312-SL205K</td>
<td>Cobalt Blue with SL205K Jon Paul Shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC2312-501-9GT</td>
<td>Clear Crystal with 501-9GT 10” Shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC2312-401</td>
<td>Clear Crystal with S401 No. 7 &amp; 8 10” Shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC2312-SL203K</td>
<td>Clear Crystal with SL203K Seth Andrew Shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC2312-SL204K</td>
<td>Clear Crystal with SL204K Malibu Wave Shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC2312-SL205K</td>
<td>Clear Crystal with SL205K Jon Paul Shade</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lincoln Drape Lamps

Light Where You Want It
When You Want It!

The Ever Beautiful Lincoln Drape Lamps

Striking colors, combined with a classic design, have made the Lincoln Drape a favorite for generations. Available in three enchanting decorator colors, plus traditional clear glass, Aladdin Lincoln Drape Lamps were created in 1939 by fabled Aladdin designer, Eugene Schwartz. The most popular of the full-sized table lamps, the Lincoln Drape is an American favorite.

The beauty of Aladdin Magical Mantle Lamps is that you have Light Where You Want It - When You Want It. No electric power is required. Aladdin Lamps provide strong, dependable, white light for your home, lake cottage, mountain retreat or just about anywhere. Aladdin Lamps give you the freedom to go where you want and know that you'll have the comfort and security of Aladdin's warm light at your side.

The Aladdin Lincoln Drape Lamp can be purchased without a shade. A wide range of stunning glass and parchment shades can be added to achieve the effect sought by the most discriminating decorator.

Model No. & Description

Gleaming Cobalt Blue
C6177 Cobalt Blue - Less Shade
C6177-750 Cobalt Blue w/750 Decorated Blue Rose 16” Glass Shade
C6177-144-02 Cobalt Blue w/ 14” No. 144 Coach & Four Parchment Shade - Winter Scene.

Sparkling Clear Crystal
C6192 Clear Crystal - Less Shade
C6192-750 Clear Crystal w/750 Decorated Blue Rose 16” Glass Shade
C6192-110W Clear Crystal w/110W White Pleated 14” Parchment Shade

NOTE: Other shades can be special ordered with the Aladdin Lincoln Drape Lamps. Just tell your Aladdin dealer what you would like to have and he will be happy to make a special order just for you.
More - Ever Beautiful Lincoln Drape Lamps

The latest addition to the fabulous line of Aladdin Lincoln Drape table lamps is the new breathtaking Amethyst color that adds royalty to any home. Amethyst is now our best selling Lincoln Drape lamp and is sure to please. It is available with a new special decorated 10” glass shade that wonderfully enhances the fabulous Amethyst color. Also available less shade.

Rounding out the Aladdin line of Lincoln Drape lamps is the beautiful and dazzling Emerald Green color that has been a best seller for many years. Available with two nicely decorated 10” glass shades to complement most any decor. Also available less shade.

Light and comfort without the need for electricity.

THAT’S ALADDIN
Deluxe Brass Table Lamps

Beauty, Charm and Grace . . .

WORLD’S BEST KEROSENE OIL LAMP

The Aladdin Deluxe Solid Brass Table Lamp is the finest kerosene oil lamp in the world today. Original styling dates back to 1907, when V. S. Johnson Sr., founder of Aladdin, first introduced the Practicus Lamp. Now, some 20 million magical mantle lamps later, Aladdin is still bringing joyful, and peaceful bright light to those without electrical power.

Aladdin light is a marvel to behold. Those who see it say it is magical, because the Aladdin mantle produces such a bright light without electricity. You can easily adjust its intensity from a charming candle glow to full brightness with just a simple turn of the burner knob.

Unlike ordinary flat wick lamps, the Aladdin Magical Mantle produces beautiful white light, without smoke, soot or odor. In addition there is no noise associated with pressure lamps and no pumping is required, since the Aladdin burner system is gravity fed.

The Aladdin Deluxe Solid Brass Table Lamp is expertly crafted from heavy gauge brass with hand soldered joints to assure top quality. Each is submerged water tested, too, to prevent fuel leakage. Lamp font holds 1 1/2 quarts and burns for 18 hours on one filling. This is the best oil lamp you can purchase anywhere and we are proud to call it ALADDIN.

YOUR CHOICE OF SHADE
Add your shade of choice by adding suffix shade No. to Model K102 as follows; K-102-300 EQUALS K-102 Deluxe Brass Lamp with No. 300 white ribbed shade. Overall Lamp height 24 inches.

MODELS

No. 300
White 10" Ribbed

No. 301
Green 10" Ribbed

No. 302
Ruby 10" Ribbed

No. 303
Amber 10" Ribbed

No. 570
Green 10" Melon

No. 571
Ruby 10" Melon

No. 201
Green 10" Artichoke

No. 202
Ruby 10" Artichoke

SHADES FIT FOR A KING

No. 300
No. 301
No. 302
No. 303
No. 570
No. 571
No. 201
No. 202

No. 300
No. 301
No. 302
No. 303
No. 570
No. 571
No. 201
No. 202

Shown above are our very best Triple Cased Shades made the old German way with inside white, colored middle and the outside layer clear sparkling crystal.
Known for their timeless styling, the Aladdin Heritage Lamps date back to 1927, when Charles A. Lindbergh first flew the Atlantic. Aladdin was then and still is the largest manufacturer of *Magical Mantle Lamps* bringing beautiful white light to millions around the world. Just a match and a moment will bring joyful light to your family that erases the darkness and makes them feel safe without the need for electricity.

**MODEL NOS. & DESCRIPTION**

- B2301-540 Solid Brass Lamp w/540 Opal White Shade
- B2301-392 Solid Brass Lamp w/392 Opal Swirl Shade
- B2301-201 Solid Brass Lamp w/201 Opal White Shade
- B2301-601 Solid Brass Lamp w/601 Crystal Shade

**NOTE:** Your Aladdin dealer can special order any shade in our catalog for your Aladdin lamp. Just ask.
Deluxe Solid Brass Hanging Lamps

Gorgeous Lighting Elegance

WORLD’S FINEST HANGING LAMP

All Solid Brass Construction

The Aladdin Deluxe Hanging Lamp is the finest, most elegant, hanging lamp manufactured in the world today. Constructed entirely of gleaming, hand polished, all solid brass and beautifully lacquered to make it a heirloom that your family will treasure for generations.

Lamp bowl holds 1 1/2 quarts of Aladdin Lamp Fuel providing a full 18 hours of burning time without the need for refilling.

Two colors of wonderful, triple-cased, Aladdin bell style, glass shades are available for your BH210 Deluxe Hanging Lamp: Traditional Opal White for dining rooms and kitchens and the new, magnificent blue-green color for dens, offices and libraries. One is sure to please.

Like all Aladdin Magical Mantle Lamps Model BH210 delivers beautiful white light without the need for electric power.

Light When You Need It, Where You Need It—THAT’S ALADDIN!

ORDERING INFORMATION

MODEL NO. & DESCRIPTION

BH210 Deluxe Solid Brass Hanging Lamp - less shade
BH210G Deluxe Solid Brass Hanging Lamp w/Blue-Green, Triple Cased, Glass Shade
BH210W Deluxe Solid Brass Hanging Lamp w/Opal White, Triple Cased, Shade

Overall Height: 28 Inches Width: 14 Inches

NOTE: 24 inches brass chain included for hanging.
Country Styling with a Friendly Glow

Regency Brass Hanging Lamp

Shown Right Model BH715-716 Solid Brass Hanging Lamp Frame with Clear Glass Bowl & No. 716 14” Opal Glass Shade. (Also supplied with 24” brass chain for easy hanging).

Early American Styling

The Regency Hanging Lamp is equipped with exclusive Aladdin “Tilt Frame” hanger that allows glass bowl to be quickly removed for filling and returned to lamp. Holds 1-Quart Aladdin Lamp Fuel for 12 hours burning time.

Styling dates back to the 1930's and brings a distinctive touch of country charm to your home. Available with wide choice of glass or parchment shades, which will allow you to add that special touch to your home setting.

You and your family will enjoy the warm friendly glow from this Aladdin Magical Mantle Lamp for countless nighttimes reminiscent of a more peaceful, simple time.

ORDERING INFORMATION:

Aladdin Regency Hanging Lamp is available with choice of Clear (BH715) or Amber (BHR15) glass bowls and wide choice of glass and parchment shades. Just add Shade Number to Model to order.

Example: BH815-144-01 equals Amber Glass Bowl with No. 144-01 Coach and Four 14” Parchment Shade (Autumn)

NOTE: Any Aladdin 14” parchment shade can be ordered for your Regency Hanging Lamp. Additional 14” parchment shades are shown at end of catalog.
Wall Bracket Lamps - Brass & Glass

Elegant Wall Lighting that fits most anywhere

Shown left: Model No. BW 225-201
Deluxe Solid Brass, Swivel Type, Wall Bracket Lamp with No. 201 Opal White 10” Glass Shade.

Equipped with 1 1/2 Quart Solid Brass Bowl that burns 18 hours before refilling.

The Enduring Beauty of Brass

The essence of Aladdin’s finest quality is showcased by our cast brass Deluxe Wall Lamps. Each bracket is hand cast by old world craftsmen, then polished and lacquered. Each is a masterpiece that will grace your home.

Deluxe Brass Wall Lamps are available with your choice of polished solid brass or gleaming clear crystal bowls. Lamps also available with a large selection of 10” glass shades that will fulfill most any decorating requirement.

Also available less shade.

When the electricity fails, you can rest assured that these beautiful Aladdin Deluxe Wall Lamps will bring joyfull and peaceful Aladdin Magical Mantle Light to your loved ones and make them feel safe and secure. THAT’S ALADDIN!

ORDERING INFORMATION

Aladdin Deluxe Brass Wall Bracket Lamps can be ordered with a large selection of 10 inch finest quality glass shades. Just add shade number as suffix to Model Number. Example: BW225-201 equals brass bowl lamp with 201 glass shade as shown above left. To see a complete variety of Aladdin finest quality glass shades go to end of catalog and make your selection. Your Aladdin dealer will be glad to special order.

Shown right: Model No. BW170-701 Deluxe Solid Brass, Swivel Type, Wall Bracket Lamp with No. 701 Opal White 10” Glass Shade.

Equipped with 1-Quart Clear Glass Bowl that burns 12 hours before refilling.
Exquisite Florentine Vase Lamps

Elegant Beauty to Brighten Up Your Life

Truly Gorgeous Glass Vases

with Hand Crafted Elegant Fluted Shades

The lovely Aladdin Florentine Vase Lamps are available with choice of three elegant moonstone colors: Jadite Green, Blush Pink and Beige Alacite. Each color is available with choice of three hand crafted, 16 inch fluted parchment shades: SL203K Seth Andrew, SL204K Malibu Wave and SL205K Jon Paul. Just add suffix shade number to Lamp Model No. to order.


Florentine Vase Lamps equipped with 1-Quart Solid Brass Bowl that lifts out for easy refueling. Lamp burns 12 hours on filling. Like all Aladdin Magical Mantle Lamps the Florentine will give you and your family years and years of service, because all the metal parts are manufactured of solid brass that will last a lifetime. Light from your Florentine will bring joy, peace and happiness to your family, as it will erase the darkness and bring peace of mind. THAT’S ALADDIN!

The Genie III Lamp

Our Hardest Working Lamp and Best Seller, too!

The Genie III is by far our most versatile Aladdin Magical Mantle Lamp. Use the Genie III in three different ways:

• Shelf Lamp that you can move from room to room. It sits most anywhere.
• Wall Lamp when installed in an Aladdin wall bracket such as our P152-4B.
• Hanging Lamp when installed in an Aladdin hanging frame like our H715.

Bums 12 Hours Before Refilling

Like all Aladdin Magical Mantle Lamps, The Genie III delivers strong, bright white light in time of emergency. It is light that you can count on, too, because there is no noise, no smoke, no odor and no pumping up is required. And best of all, there is no electricity needed. Just a match and a moment brings beautiful white incandescent mantle light to your family that will make them feel safe and loved.

Be prepared, before the power fails!

ORDERING INFORMATION:

C6107 Genie III - Clear Crystal Bowl
C6108 Genie III - Honey Amber Bowl
C6110 Genie III - Cranberry Bowl

Comes complete with burner, mantle and chimney.
Rugged and good looking, too!

Light Where You Want It
When You Want It!

Originally designed back in the rockin’ 1950’s, as the primary source of light for out in the country rural homes, cabins and trailers. Today these great Aladdin aluminum lamps are making a strong comeback as the first choice of preppers around the globe. Each piece is beautifully produced in a rugged, satin aluminum and looks great in most every rustic decor.

Pictured left to right:

MODEL A2310-209
Alum. Table Lamp with No. 209 14” Log Cabin Shade
Height 24 Inches
Width 14 Inches

MODEL A2315
Alum. Table Lamp (Less Shade)
Height 18 inches
Width 6 inches

MODEL A2310
Alum. Table Lamp (Less Shade)
Height 24 inches
Width 6 inches

MODEL A2310-110W
Alum. Table Lamp with No. 110 14” White Pleated Shade
Height 24 inches
Width 14 inches

Light Where You Want it and When You Want it - THAT’S ALADDIN

NO ELECTRICITY REQUIRED
More World Class Aladdin Glass Shades

10” Cased Melon Shades

10” Opal White Glass Shades

10” Aladdin Model 12 Style Shades

Glass - 10” Old World, Triple Cased, Artichoke Shades

Glass - 10” Old World, Triple Cased, Ribbed Shades

Glass - 10” Crystal, Clear Middle, Shades

Glass - 10” Opal White Student Shades

Clear Middle

M540
Opal White

M543
Sailing Clipper

M544
Lighthouse

M752
Anemone Floral

M750
Blue Rose

M751
Pink Rose

M753
Blue Meadow

M756
Green Rose

M758
Pink Wildflowers

M200
Cased Opal

M201
Cased Green

M202
Cased Ruby

M203
Cased Amber

M570
Cased Green

M571
Cased Ruby

N392
Opal Swirl Shade

N291
No. 1 Aladdin Shade

N791
Aladdin “8” Shade

N653
Opal White

N661
Blue Dogwood

N663
Red Roses

N667
Violets

N601
Crystal White Top

N602
Red Roses

N603
Grist Mill

N604
Log Cabin

N605
Buttercups

N672
Champagne

N679
Champagne Rose

M741
Morning Glory

S401R
Opal No. 7 & 8

S01-9R
Model #9 Style

N710
Slant Style

ORDERING INFORMATION

You can order any Aladdin 10” glass shade with your Aladdin Magical Mantle Lamp. Genuine Aladdin brand glass shades are specifically designed to take the heat from the Exclusive Aladdin Blue Flame burner. To order add shade number to lamp model number as suffix. Example: K102-301 equals Model #K102 Deluxe Brass Table Lamp with number N301 Triple Cased Green Ribbed Shade. Also, any shade can be ordered as a separate item. All Aladdin 10” shades have 9 7/8 inch bottom fitters to fit 10” shade rings.
Aladdin Lamp Fuel is the best stuff you can buy for your Aladdin, as it is highly refined kerosene with very little odor, and is designed to burn best in Aladdin Magical Mantle Lamps. It is available in No. 17552 Quarts and No. 17554 1-Gallon sizes. When genuine Aladdin Lamp Fuel cannot be found locally, your next best fuel alternative is K-1 Grade (1-K in some areas) Kerosene widely available at home centers, such as, Home Depot and Lowes. K-1 Kerosene is also available at many gas stations around the country.
INSIST ON GENUINE ALADDIN LAMP PARTS

To ensure that your Aladdin Kerosene Mantle Lamp operates correctly in time of emergency, tell your dealer that you will only purchase Genuine Aladdin Lamp Parts. Don’t settle for reproductions, imitations or “knock offs” because they have not been manufactured to the highest standards specified by Aladdin Engineering.
### Genuine Aladdin Lamp Parts

**Flame Spreader**
- N106 Flame Spreader 1”
- Fits Aladdin Burners 12 thru 23 SOLID BRASS

**Chimney Smoke Bell**
- R960B Smoke Bell SOLID BRASS
- Fits Aladdin Chimney Tops with 1 1/4” O.D.

**Model ‘B’ Gallery**
- N192B #12, ‘A’ & ‘B’ Gallery-Brass
- N192N #12, ‘A’ & ‘B’ Gallery-Nickel

**No. 23 & 23A Outer Wick Tube**
- N238B #23 OWT - Brass
- N238N #23 OWT - Nickel
- Fits Aladdin Models 23, 23A and 23E60 Burners

**Brass 1” Wick Cleaner**
- R111-B Brass Wick Cleaner 1”
- SOLID BRASS
- Fits Aladdin One-Inch wick size Burner Models including 23E60

**Plastic 1” Wick Cleaner**
- R111 Plastic Wick Cleaner 1”
- Fits Aladdin One-Inch wick size Burner Models including 23E60

**Chimney Bug Screen**
- N103B Bug Screen - Brass
- N103N Bug Screen - Nickel
- N103P Bug Screen - Black Pearl
- Fits Most Aladdin Mantle lamp chimneys with 1 1/4” O.D. top diameter opening

**Filler Plug**
- N115B Filler Plug - Brass
- N115N Filler Plug - Nickel
- N115A Filler Plug - Aluminum
- Fits Most Metal Fonts

**Filler Plug Gasket**
- N115RG Filler Plug Gasket
- Fits Most Aladdin Course Threaded Filler plugs

**Filler Plug Cap Cork**
- N120CG Filler Plug Cap Cork
- Fits Most Aladdin Lamp Filler Caps

**Filler Plug Bushing**
- N121AB Bushing - Brass
- N121AN Bushing - Nickel
- Fits Filler Plugs N115B and N115N

**Filler Cap**
- N120F Filler Cap - Brass
- N120N Filler Cap - Nickel
- Fits Most Glass Lamp Fonts

**Filler Collar**
- N121B Filler Collar - Brass
- N121N Filler Collar - Nickel
- Fits Most Glass Lamp Fonts

**Hanging Lamp Frame**
- P152-4B Wall Bracket - Brass
- Fits all Aladdin Hanging Fonts with 6 Inch Diameter ALL SOLID CAST BRASS

**Light Booster**
- N106B Light Booster - Brass
- N108N Light Booster - Nickel
- Fits all Aladdin Lox-On and Heel-less Chimneys

**Kone Kap Adator**
- N146A Kone Kap Mantle Adaptor
- Fits Models Three thru Eleven. Use with R150 Lox-On Mantle

**Kone Kap Mantle**
- N146 Kone Kap Mantle
- (Discontinued)

**Kone Kap Adator**
- N146A Kone Kap Mantle Adaptor
- Fits Models Three thru Eleven. Use with R150 Lox-On Mantle

**Light where you need it, when you need it without the need for electricity. That’s Aladdin.**
ELECTRIC BURNERS

Shade Clips
102-2 Shade Clips - Black (Set of 3)
Fits H715 “Tilt Style” Hanging Lamp Frame for 14” Parchment Shade Installation.

R908B Elec. Burner - Brass
Fits all coarse threaded Aladdin Fonts. Uses R910-2 Heel-less Chimney

N98SB Elec. Burner - Brass
Fits all coarse threaded Aladdin Fonts. Uses R910-2 Heel-less Chimney

N185B Elec. Burner - Brass
N185N Elec. Burner - Nickel
Fits all coarse threaded Aladdin Fonts. Uses R103 Lox-On Chimney

Genuine Aladdin Refrigeration Parts

N128-4 Deluxe Brass Font
N128B Heritage Brass Font
N226B Deluxe Hanging Brass Font
N208B Regency Hanging Brass Font

Lincoln Drape
R083 Amethyst Bowl
R077 Cobalt Bowl
R098 Emerald Green
R092 Clear Bowl

Florentine
R010 Green
R011 Alcinate
R012 Pink
Moonstone Colors

Genie III Font
R067 Clear
R068 Amber
R010 Cranberry
Crystal Colors

Alexandria
VJ007 Cobalt
VJ001 Clear

R16 Aluminum Table Lamp Font

P99001 Fridge 1/2 Inch Fridge Wick
P99100 Fridge Flue 1/2 Inch Fridge Burner
P999908 Wick 1/2 Inch Fridge Burner
P999900 1/2” Spreader
P999919 1/2” Wick Cleaner
P999917 1/2” Wick Raiser

10” SHADE RING
401RB - Brass
401RN - Nickel
Under Burner Shade Ring Fits Models 7 thru 23

Under Burner Tripod
1281B 12” Brass
1281N 12” Nickel
1478B 14” Brass
1478N 14” Nickel
Fits Models 7 thru 23

HANGING LAMP FRAME
Solid Brass with 24 inches Chain

Takes Shade No. N210 and Font No. N226B

Aladdin Heater Wicks

No. P939907 Heater Wick 2” for #201 & 202 Burner
No. P929905 Heater Wick 2” for No. 203 Burner
No. P159905 Heater Wick 3” for Series 8 & 15 Burners
No. P169901 Heater Wick 3” for series 16 & 25 Burners
No. ALA200 Pressure Lantern Mantle (2-Pak) Equal to Coleman Model No. 21
No. 68705 Hard Inverted Gaslight Mantle No. 2 Ring
No. 57114 (2-Pak) Soft Inverted Gaslight Mantle No. 2 Ring

Genuine Aladdin Gaslight Mantles
Aladdin Books and Dealer Point of Purchase Displays

Aladdin, The Magic Name
In Lamps (Hard Cover)
ORDER: Book No. 1

Aladdin Kerosene Lamp
Price Guide
ORDER: Book No. 2

Aladdin Electric Lamps
(Hard Cover)
ORDER: Book No. 3

Aladdin Elec. Lamps
Price Guide
ORDER: Book No. 4

Deluxe Brass Lamp
Counter Top Display
K102A-1 Easel Back Counter Display Sign (11” Tall by 8 1/2” Wide)
K102A-2 Easel Back Counter Display Sign (8 1/2” by 6 1/2”)

Beautiful Full Color Printing on White Foam Board Stock

Aladdin Dealer Sign
Aladdin Dealer Sign No. 1
SIZE: 14” by 11”
Printed on White Foamboard
Hang in Window or Mount on Wall

Model ‘B’ Instruction Booklet
Printed Just Like Original
Join The Aladdin Collector’s Club

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ALADDIN LAMP COLLECTORS

Yes, join the collectors of Aladdin kerosene and electric lamps and receive all these great benefits, as follows:

- Buy, sell and trade all kinds of lamps and parts with over 2,000 Aladdin Knight collectors all over the world.

- Attend Aladdin Knight sponsored regional lamp shows in your area to buy, sell and trade Aladdin and other types of antique lamps including: Flat Wicks, Angle, Student, Hanging plus Coleman and other pressure lamps, too.

- Go to the annual national Aladdin lamp convention featuring The International Lamp Show & Sale with the very best, world class, antique lamp dealers in attendance.

- Receive the Aladdin Knights newsletter six times yearly with important articles about Aladdin lamps and other antique lighting collectibles - BUY - SELL & TRADE

Please make checks payable: J. W. Courter and mail to The Aladdin Knights of the Mystic Light, 550 Pioneer Lane, Calvert City, KY 42039 USA. Domestic $25.00 & International $30.00 including postage. US Funds Please.

ALADDIN MUSEUM OF LIGHT

Please drop by and visit the Aladdin Museum of Light, which features beautiful displays of Aladdin kerosene mantle lamps, Aladdin electric lamps and a wide ranging collection of Aladdin school lunch boxes dating from 1950 through the late 1980’s. Museum is free to the public and open Monday thru Friday from 8:00 AM until 4:00 PM except on holidays.

681 International Blvd., Clarksville, TN 37040 USA
TEL: 931-647-4949 E-mail: sales@aladdinlamps.com
Magical Mantle Lamps
World’s Finest Non-Electric Lamp

When the power line fails . . .

Be prepared
Protect your family with magical bright, white Aladdin light and feel safe

Aladdin Mantle Lamp Company
(A Division of Aladdin Lighting Technologies, Inc.)
681 International Blvd., Clarksville, TN 37040 USA
TEL: 800-457-5267 FAX: 931-647-4517
www.aladdinlamps.com E-mail: sales@aladdinlamps.com
The trademarks ALADDIN and LOX-ON are used under license from Aladdin Industries LLC
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